Below please find program highlights for TLC's primetime schedule for the weeks April 1st and April 8th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information. Thanks!

TLC Primetime Highlights: Week of April 1st (As of 3.28.13)

Contact:
Niki Kazakos, (310) 975-1658, niki_kazakos@discovery.com
Visit press.discovery.com for select episodic photography and full episodes

Of Note This Week:

Extended Episode
FOUR WEDDINGS: UNVEILED- Friday, April 5th

Season Premieres
19 KIDS & COUNTING SEASON 7- Tuesday, April 2nd
MY CRAZY OBSESSION SEASON 2- Wednesday, April 3rd
NY INK SEASON 3- Thursday, April 4th

Series Premieres
CASINO CONFIDENTIAL- Thursday, April 4th
A no-holds barred docu-soap that exposes the extraordinary events and crazy characters that frequent Las Vegas’ legendary Binion’s Casino. Told from the perspective of the casino staff, this time what happens in Vegas stays on Casino Confidential.

AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS- Thursday, April 4th
Tattoo victims from across America show off their terrible tattoos, share the embarrassing stories behind them and then return to the chair for a Tattoo Transformation.

Tuesday, April 2nd

9:00 PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING #1- BABY ON THE WAY
The Duggars are settling back into life in Arkansas after their big trip to Asia. Jill and Jana jump right into work as they spend a day checking in with their midwifery clients to ensure both mothers and babies are doing well. Anna invites the entire Duggar family over for a themed dinner that will reveal a big surprise! Since she only has a few hours to prepare food for 25 people, she recruits Cousin Amy to help. Will they finish cooking dinner before the hungry Duggars arrive? And can the family guess Anna’s big news?

10:00PM ET/PT
SIX LITTLE MCGHEES#2- IT TAKES A VILLAGE
Things get chaotic when Mia and Ro decide to bring the kids to a Sunday church service. It’s the first time they’ve been able to attend in a long while, and they’re excited to get involved with their congregation again. Unfortunately, things don’t go as smoothly as they’d like...

10:30PM ET/PT
SIX LITTLE MCGHEES#3- WE’RE GOING TO THE ZOO
The kids have just started preschool and things are already getting out of hand! When Mia and Ro host a visit from the sextuplets’ preschool teachers, they’re told the children have been biting others, and discuss ways to make it stop. To change up the kids’ environments and offer new experiences, Mia and Ro accept an invite from the teachers to participate in a day of horseback riding.

Wednesday, April 3rd

9:00PM ET/PT
HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE #17 - SHE’S GOING TO JAIL
Joanne’s hoarding is so extreme that the city has already sent her to jail four times. Now, she must clean up her home or risk her heaviest punishment yet. Also, Home buyers Tad and Amber purchased a family home sight unseen. Not until now do they realize that the house comes along with massive hoard, and a collector unwilling to part with it.

10:00PM ET/PT
MY CRAZY OBSESSION #3 - RAGGEDY ANN & A RATS’ TAIL
Chantal’s 19 pet rats are more than just pets; she considers them her children. Chantal’s obsession with her rats has caused a heavy strain on her 11-year marriage, but Chantal is not deterred. Now Chantal must face her worst nightmare as her pet rat Blossom must undergo life-saving surgery to extract a tumor. Robyn’s obsession with Raggedy Ann extends well beyond her giant Raggedy collection. Watch as Raggedy Robyn sets out on a mission to convert more Raggedy Ann believers.

10:30PM ET/PT
MY CRAZY OBSESSION#8- STAR CHASER & THE LITTLE MERMAN
Eric’s obsession with being a real life merman has taken over his life and his home. When Eric is not swimming in his mermaid tails, he is in his studio creating his own. Vanessa is so obsessed with meeting celebrities that she spends up to 24 hours a day searching them out in New York City. Whether the person is on the A-list or D-list, Vanessa wants a photo with them, and she will do whatever it takes to achieve this goal.

Thursday, April 4th

8:00PM ET/PT
CASINO CONFIDENTIAL#1 - BEGINNER’S LUCK
The staff at Binion’s Casino always has its hands full but this week Sin City’s hi-octane shenanigans push everything to the next level. A wild bachelor party has Binion’s on alert, while preparations for the 5th Annual Poker Classic tournament forces Jana, a sexy young blackjack dealer, to sober up and learn how to run a poker table.

8:30PM ET/PT
**CASINO CONFIDENTIAL #2 - TRAINING DAY**
When business grinds to a halt, Binion’s doubles down on winning younger customers with fresh tactics. They sponsor a 16 year-old car-racing prodigy to compete in their name but, despite her confidence, her pink-rimmed Camaro spins out of control. Meanwhile, the senior staff ditches their suits in favor of t-shirts to appear more casual, and mentor new young staff members. But Kim, a cute farm gal, seems to fail at every job the casino throws at her. And if things couldn’t get any worse, security has to deal with a drunken flasher and his unruly pals.

9:00PM ET/PT
**AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS #3 - A SQUIRREL, A CAYOTE, AND AN ACTOR**
In this episode, a girl who has an unwanted surprise in her tattoo, a man whose wife hates his tramp stamp and a woman who made the worst deal of her life.

9:30PM ET/PT
**AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS #9 - ELEPHANTS, SKATERS, AND BEARS, OH MY!**
No episode description available at this time.

10:00PM ET/PT
**NY INK #1 - NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK**
Ami James welcomes new staff members to the Wooster St. Social Club, but will the new blood be able to cut it in New York? When Country Music Star Brantley Gilbert asks Tommy Montoya for a sleeve tattoo, Tommy will turn to the heavens for inspiration. And when Megan Massacre takes on a client that doesn’t speak any English, she’ll turn to a hot new Brazilian tattoo artist to make sure nothing is lost in translation. Meanwhile, Ami has a lot to get used to: his biggest new headache, artist Lee Rodriguez, and a surprise visitor from his past.

Friday, April 5th

8:00PM ET/PT
**FOUR WEDDINGS: UNVEILED #404 - EXTENDED .. AND A MOUSTACHE**
Melissa’s guests are greeted by a tortoise at her tropical backyard vows and Georgia’s friends and family cheer on costumed Greek dancers. Christina’s dressed in bling and blue, from her tiara jewels to her sequined shoes, while Kelly enjoys topping everything with a moustache cutout.

9:00PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS ATLANTA #10 - MORE GRANNY, MORE PROBLEMS**
Bride Jessie doesn’t see eye to eye with her penny-pinching 93-year-old Grandma. A peacock-lovin’ bride is determined to find a gown that matches her unusual accessories. Bride Maria seeks her sisters’ approval during her final fitting.

9:30PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS ATLANTA #7 - THE BRIDE STRIKES BACK**
A Star Wars obsessed bride is set on looking like Princess Leia on her big day. A Southern belle is determined to find a groovy dress for her vintage hippie themed wedding. Bride Yetmon’s fitting is a challenge as she’s even smaller than her size 2 dress.
10:00PM ET/PT
**SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW #13 – A BRIDE’S RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS**
Monika dreams of a long-sleeved dress, which makes Sam’s search difficult. She is close to Kathleen, her mother-in-law to be and coincidentally, Kathleen’s 70’s gown fits the bill. She offers it to Monika, but this nice gesture may prove more complicated.

**Sunday, April 7th**

9:00 PM ET/PT
**MY BIG FAT AMERICAN GYPSY WEDDING #3- DON’T MESS WITH THE NEST**
A gorger girl plans to marry her gypsy man for the second time. But his mom is less than impressed that her son would take back his non-gypsy ex-wife. A gypsy teen must choose between her divorced parents after an elaborate party is thrown on her behalf.

10:00 PM ET/PT
**WELCOME TO MYRTLE MANOR # 6- UNHITCHED**
With Cecil on vacation, Becky takes a mental vacation of her own. Will Bandit take advantage, slipping out of the park without paying rent? And when Chelsey comes to Jared's aid after a motorcycle crash, will their relationship motor into high gear?

**TLC Primetime Highlights: Week of April 8th (As of 3.28.13)**

**Of Note This Week:**

*Extended Episode*
**FOUR WEDDINGS: UNVEILED-** Friday, April 12th

*Season Finales*
**HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE SEASON 4-** Wednesday, April 10th
**SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW SEASON 1-** Friday, April 12th

*Network Premiere*
**AMISH MAFIA-** Monday, April 8th

**Monday, April 18th**

8:00PM ET/PT
**AMISH MAFIA #1- NO PEACE FOR THE WICKED**
The Amish Mafia is secret subculture within the Amish community of Lancaster, PA. They provide protection for their people and deliver righteous justice against those who stand in their way.

9:00PM ET/PT
**AMISH MAFIA #2- FIRE FROM THE LORD**
Amish Mafia boss Lebanon Levi and his crew hunt down one of their own, who's wanted for arrest by local law enforcement. Mafia soldier John throws a hut party that goes bad when someone shows up with "green corn".

**Tuesday, April 9th**
9:00 PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING #2 - DUGGAR WEIGHT LOSS CHALLENGE
The Duggars are on a diet! Jim Bob and Josh decide to take their health more seriously and challenge each other to see who can lose the most weight in 90 days. Meanwhile, Jason and the boys construct a greenhouse in the backyard for some homegrown fun. Watch as the entire family lends their support turning their warehouse into a fitness room. And will a trip to the doctor show how out of shape Jim Bob and Josh really are?

9:30PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING #3 - THINGS ARE CHANGING
The Duggars are going through some changes. Jim Bob and Josh get the results from their physicals, and they're in for some shocking news! Can Michelle and Anna keep them motivated to make the changes they need to improve their health, or will they crumble under the pressure? And a visit from Priscilla and David Waller, Anna's sister and brother in law, spurs Josh and Anna to look for a home with more room. Will they find what they're looking for?

10:00PM ET/PT
SIX LITTLE MCGHEES #4 - NEVER TOO LATE FOR PROM
Mia’s niece, Cierra’s impending prom brings out heavy emotions in Mia, who never had a prom of her own. Rozonno takes the boys and plans a special surprise Mia will never forget.

10:30PM ET/PT
SIX LITTLE MCGHEES #5 - STUCK IN THE MIDDLE
Laundry day gets messy when Cilky refuses respect Mia’s rules. With Mother’s Day just around the corner, Ro is determined to make things right between the two women in his life.

Wednesday, April 10th

9:00PM ET/PT
HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE #18 - I'M A ROCKSTAR BABY
As the lead singer of one of Canada's most famous rock bands, Kelly Jay has lived quite the life — and he has collected a massive hoard to prove it. Now, with his family ready to call it quits, Kelly must choose between his clutter and the people he loves the most.

10:00PM ET/PT
MY CRAZY OBSESSION #2 - THIS LITTLE PIGGY & ALL DOLLED UP
Sharon is completely obsessed with pigs. She has a growing floor-to-ceiling sty of pig collectables which started almost four decades ago. However, there is one thing she doesn’t have, until now. Watch as Sharon add a real pet pig to her collection. Rebecca has loved Barbie dolls since she was six years old. In addition to surrounding herself with an $80,000 collection, Rebecca styles her own hair and wardrobe to match the children’s doll. Now with her young daughter finally old enough to play, Rebecca introduces her to Barbie's world.

10:30PM ET/PT
MY CRAZY OBSESSION #1 - LOVE BUNNIES & WORLD'S STRONGEST FAMILY
The Best Family is your average American family, except, for their hundreds of pounds of extra muscle. Nick, Callie, Dylan and Jessica push themselves to the limit every day in order to maintain their title of The World’s Strongest Family. Watch as Nick attempts his strongest feat yet, pulling a truck full of people. Candace and Steve have been married and obsessed with one another for 19 years. The two have given bunny items to each other every day since
they met! The couple now owns a collection of almost 30,000 bunny items including the preserved dust bunnies from their floor! Find out how this hoppy couple keeps the passion alive on their wedding anniversary.

Thursday, April 11th

8:00PM ET/PT
CASINO CONFIDENTIAL#3 - CHEATERS
With a full house, it's all hands on deck at Binion’s Casino. In the restaurant Party Girl Barb celebrates her 50th birthday and really takes it to the next level in the rooftop pool. Down in the pit, two card experts, hired to expose vulnerabilities, test Cowgirl Veronica, while an obnoxious card counter threatens to swindle a ton of cash from the casino. And Jana and her pals get the shock of a lifetime when they head up to Binion’s infamous haunted room 400.

8:30PM ET/PT
CASINO CONFIDENTIAL#4 - STORMIN’ NORMAN
This week Binion’s Casino looks to its colorful staff to star in its new poster campaign, while security fights to keep local scam artists off the property. Norman, the campaign’s novice photographer, clashes with Priscilla, the casino’s most recognizable cocktail waitress, when she refuses to pose for the camera. Meanwhile, security goes on high alert when an elderly man turns out to be a local thief on a mission to scam Binion’s guests.

9:00PM ET/PT
AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS #8 - ZOMBIES, MUMMIES, AND RAVENS
People from across America show off their terrible tattoos, share the embarrassing stories behind them and then return to the chair for a Tattoo Transformation. In this episode, a man’s teenage tattoo is giving him a bad rep as an adult, a fitness buff gets a workout tattoo gone bad, and a woman’s comic tattoo leaves her ashamed.

9:30PM ET/PT
AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS #7 - TATTOOING ON ACID
People from across America show off their terrible tattoos, share the embarrassing stories behind them and then return to the chair for a Tattoo Transformation. In this episode, a stand up comic has a tattoo that is the butt of jokes, another man’s tattoo was done by an artist who was on acid and a woman gets rid of a bad self-portrait.

10:00PM ET/PT
NY INK #2 - ACHY BREAKY BACK & YOJI’S BATHROOM BOUND
Tommy helps a tornado survivor commemorate his escape from certain death, while Megan learns she’ll have to embrace her motherly instincts, thanks to a certain “gift”. It’s a crazy day all around in the shop - and it gets crazier when Rodrigo comes to work with vicious back pain. Yoji sets out to relieve Rodrigo’s achy back as they scour Chinatown looking for an acupuncture doctor. Tommy and Mike plot to play a practical joke on Rodrigo that backfires on Yoji.

Friday, April 12th

8:00PM ET/PT
FOUR WEDDINGS: UNVEILED #410 - EXTENDED… AND A RALLY TOWEL
Shannon's son is the loving focus of the vows at her family themed wedding, while Medina’s shares interfaith traditions that unite the couple in matrimony. Amanda and her husband are cheered into their reception with rally towels, and Andrea and her dad wow guests with a special father-daughter dance.
9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS ATLANTA #11 - I DO AGAIN
Kimberly wants a sexy gown that will wow her preacher fiancé, but will also please her conservative Mom. Tracy is on the hunt for a fun, flirty gown for her upcoming Vegas wedding. Second time bride Isabel selects a dress without her daughters' approval.

9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS ATLANTA #12 - PRINCESS BRIDES BEWARE
Small-town bride Lindsay has big, princess dreams for her wedding dress. Bride Bailey has simple tastes, but her bling-loving Mom is on sparkle patrol. In for her fitting, Allie’s worried a little weight gain will prevent her from fitting into her dress.

10:00PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW #14 - EPISODE 14
No episode description available at this time.

Sunday, April 14th

9:00 PM ET/PT
MY BIG FAT AMERICAN GYPSY WEDDING #4- SHE’S OUT OF THERE, SHE’S GOT TO GO!
A Gorger bride seeks her future gypsy mother in-law’s approval. America’s most notorious gypsy ex-con longs for forgiveness from her family after years behind bars. A gypsy teen breaks away from tradition to pursue her dreams of stardom.

10:00 PM ET/PT
WELCOME TO MYRTLE MANOR # 7- TROUBLE IN TRAILERDISE
Becky is in hot water with her daddy Cecil when things go awry at a community yard sale forcing Cecil to make some surprising changes at the trailer park. Meanwhile, Marvin wraps up his mattress investigation and announces the culprit in a town meeting.